
HUNGARIAN PREMIER SPEAKS OF 
HUNGARIAN PEOPLE'S POLITICAL 
MATURITY AND SENSE OF DUTY

he “club afternoon” of the Government Party on March
11th. was a very bustling affair; large numbers of
the members were present. Deputies, Upper House 

Members and Lord Lieutenants had gathered to celebrate 
the first anniversary of the accession to power of Nicholas 
de Kallay. The Members of the Cabinet were present, 
as were also the Secretaries-of-State, the Presidents of the 
Houses of Parliament, and the Head of the Press Bureau, 
M. Anthony Ullein-Reviczky.

During dinner M. Francis Barczay, deputy leader of 
the Party, on behalf of the Party toasted the Prime 
Minister and assured him of the confidence the Government 
Party reposed in his work for the development of the 
Hungarian people.

The Prime Minister, M . Nicholas de Kallay, thanked 
M. Barczay for his words of appreciation and replied in the 
following terms: —

"I  am grateful for the announcement that today we are 
not holding a festival, not feting me; but that we are devoting 
this day —  as we indeed devote all our thoughts and actions 
—  to the one great object which must today be in every 
Hungarian's mind, —  the improvement of the lot of the 
Hungarian Fatherland.

“Each of us has his own personal views of questions 
and agenda, the past, the present and the future: but today 
everything must be subordinated to the questions and tasks 
of the present time. Hungary is an independent country 
in which people enjoy rights and liberties not in evidence 
in many other parts of the world. But this national 
independence, with all the ideas it entails, is, like the 
personal liberty of the individual, subordinated to the 
historical times through which we are now passing, —  times
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the significance of which is realized and never lost sight of 
for a moment, —  times which we must adjust ourselves to.

"The twelve months I have spent in my present office 
are not a long period. But I am entitled to say that in 
respect of problems and questions awaiting solution, of 
duties and decisions of weighty importance, this period has 
been a period of such gravity that I trust the nation will 
not have to pass through many such periods in the course 
of its history. W hen I took office, I did not offer any 
programme o f foreign policy or bring with me prejudices in 
respect of questions of internal policy. W hat I brought with 
me was merely myself, my magyarhood, my faith and the 
determination that 1 would devote to the work entrusted to 
me by the Head of our State, His Highness the Regent what 
had been given me by God, —  my Magyar blood, my Magyar 
brains and my Magyar heart.

"T oday  I am addressing you after an exceptionally 
trying period. Our pride, the Hungarian Arm y, has passed 
through a grave ordeal of bitter fighting on far-distant 
battlefields. It is still away from home, still fighting at the 
front. W e have had great losses. But we have not lost either 
at the front or at home that the abandonment of which would 
be our greatest loss —  our faith and our confidence.

“I myself am full of faith and confidence respecting 
the improvement of the lot of my country. I have not the 
gift of second sight to justify this faith and this confidence. 
Yet I find plenty of justification in present • conditions. For 
l do not believe that there are many countries in this part 
of the world which under such difficult political and 
economic conditions, and in a position of similar delicacy, 
both military and in respect of foreign policy, would not have 
collapsed instead of doing what we have —  I venture to 
assert —  done in every respect, —  shown progress on the 
path of improvement, consolidation and development. Our 
solution of the difficulties incidental to the war —  as 
compared with the state o f affairs in other countries —  
proves we are in every field on the path of improvement. 
I would ask which other country would have been able 
econom ically to bear the weight of three such years as those 
through which we have just passed, —  years in which the
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harvest yield declined to what was practically only a part of 
what we had reckoned on? A nd I would ask whether there 
have been any signs of want in this country? W e too have 
seen mistakes: but what I am now speaking about is not the 
details, but the fact that during these years we have hardly 
seen any signs of starvation in this country. A nd I venture 
to assert also that our position in this respect today is better 
than in the years behind us, though there has been an 
enhancement of the war obligations devolving upon us and 
of the demands made upon us. The discipline of our labouring 
classes and the self-control of our people —  this is an 
opinion which I am prepered to defend against all assertions 
to the contrary —  leaves nothing to be desired and shows 
ho traces of the unrest malicious propaganda would fain 
have the world believe prevails in Hungary. I venture to 
assert that our people is not working “under constraint” , but 
voluntarily doing its duty; and to me that means more, for 
it is the consequence of the Hungarian people's realization 
of its duty and springs from that people's soul and character.

“ Politically, we are living in a country which is 
perhaps the only one in Europe in which —  and do not 
let us inquire now whether this is a good thing in the light 
of certain convictions of ours —  parties of all kinds may 
display activity freely and without let or hindrance. There 
are very few countries in Europe in which such peace and 
quiet prevails in domestic politics as in Hungary. I 
do not see the remotest . trace of the the spiritual 
aberrations which have once in recent years —  in 1918 —  
guided this country. The nation long ago eliminated such 
a possibility. These are the great national qualities of which 
I am proud. I am proud that this “ people of politicians” 
stands as one man in serious moments of grave decision
—  not behind me, but behind the cause and the interests 
of the country at large. Politicians are sitting here round 
this table. I would ask you whether you know of any 
precedent for what you see in our country; when our pride
—  our Arm y —  has suffered serious losses fighting at the 
fardistant front, —  when our hospitals are crowded with 
thousands of wounded — , there is not the remotest sign of 
any faintheartedness, of discontent, of any inclination to
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ask why we had to make this sacrifice. Can you think of 
any precedent of a country whose government is based upon 
a parliamentary system passing through such trying times 
without a voice being raised —  and for this every credit 
is due to the Opposition too —  demanding the convening 
of Parliament? These are the sources of strength to which 
I can safely entrust the future o f the country.

“ In respect of our foreign policy  we are unswervingly 
following the path —  which has so successfully stood the 
test —  and we are abiding by the line of action dictated by 
fate, Hungarian interests and the honour of Hungary. Our 
situation is dominated by unswerving and unchanged loyalty 
to our European obligations and our Hungarian aims. I 
venture to assert that Hungary is today the focus of 
European interest, for people are beginning to realize that 
in this country there are forces which must at all times be 
taken into account, because they spring from eminent 
spiritual, racial and national qualities.

"The solution of formidable problems faces this nation 
today, —  particularly in respect of the social questions 
already referred to by me. But under prevailing conditions it 
is extrem ely difficult to discover the character and the 
methods of the proper solution. In m y inauguratory address 
to this Party —  and in my first speech to Parliament in my 
capacity as Premier —  I launched a programme. I have not 
abandonded one jot of that programme. I insist upon that 
programme and maintain it unchanged; and with your 
assistance I intend to carry every detail of that programme 
into execution. The tempo in which that programme is to be 
carried out cannot be determined by me; that with be 
decided by the circumstances in which we are living today” .
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